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Whitehall

24 in. Rooster
Weathervane

Withstands the
harshest weather
conditions with a
protective coating over
diecast aluminum.
Adjustable
mounting
options.
00001 $39.99

Whitehall

30 in. Sailboat
Weathervane
Beautifully crafted
with all weather
coating to protect
against the
harshest weather
and environmental
elements.
65002 $89.99

Just some of the many styles available!

Woodstock
Chimes

Woodstock
Chimes

Woodstock
Chimes

A beautiful
handcrafted
birdhouse tops
6 mellow
bamboo tubes.
32 in. long

Cherry finish
ash wood, 6 silver
aluminum tubes,
removable
windcatcher.
24 in. long.

Bubinga finish
wood, 6 bronze
aluminum tubes,
with removable
windcatcher.
54 in. long

Birdhouse
Bamboo Chime

C707 $22.99

Amazing
Grace Chime

AGMS $49.99

Encore Chimes
of Neptune

DCB54 $129.99

RCS Gifts

Balancer
Buddies

Unique sculptures that
adds a whimsical and
moving touch to
any yard or garden.
Metal and Glass
20 in. Long x 3.5 in.
Wide x 48 in. High

Your Choice
Old Crows
34202
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$39.99

Frogs
34203

Butterflies
34211

North American
Country Home

Red Rooster
Double Hook

Cast Iron, 3.1” x 1.3” x 4.7”
NA1006

$5.99

Fireplace Kettle Humidifier

When winter brings dry air, use this oldfashioned cast iron humidifier to bring
moisture & warmth to your room. Solid
and heavy, it will last a lifetime.
637403 $28.99

Caframo Ecofans
North American
Country Home

Dog Bone Rack

Cast Iron, two hooks, brown
7.6” x 1.65” x7.2”
NA1018

$10.99

Fels-Naptha Heavy Duty
Laundry Bar Soap
The golden bar with the clean
naptha odor. Ideal for pre-treating
stains, Fels-Naptha has stood the
test of time for over 100 years.
111795

Energy efficient, runs solely on the heat produced from
your stove - works even with power outages! Enjoy the
power of a blower whenever your stove is hot. Prevents
too much heat rising into the room without additional
noise. Comes fully assembled. Makes a great gift!
100 CFM 202606 $69.99 • 125CFM 202607 $99.99

$2.29

Twenty Mule
Team Borax
North American
Country Home

Small Fishbone Hook
Antique White cast iron
14” x 1” x 4.5”
NA1000

$14.99

Natural laundry
booster and
multi-purpose
household cleaner.
Brightens and
deodorizes clothing,
bathrooms, kitchens
& more. 65 oz.
684967

$7.99

North American
Country Home

Leather
Doorstop
Animals

Wood Clothes Dryer

Three styles
to choose from.

16 coated dowels
provide 47’ of drying space.
52½”H x 18¼”W x 35½”L

NA1028

258137

$23.99

$35.99
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Lodge Logic

Cast Iron

Ready To Use Right Out of the Box
No Seasoning Required!
Electrostatically coated with a
proprietary vegetable oil & cured at
high temperatures to allow the oil
to deeply penetrate the surface of
the cast iron to create an heirloom
black patina finish.

Cast Iron Grill Press
with Cool Grip spiral handle.
6¾” x 4½”
741833 $23.99

Ohio Stoneware

2 Gallon Crock Starter Kit

Includes one 2 gallon crock, one 2 gallon cover
and two gallon weights. All of our crocks are made
with lead-free glazes and are food safe, microwave
oven, conventional oven, and dishwasher safe.

Cast Iron Dutch Oven

Cast Iron Skillet

750919 $52.99

748509 $14.99

209356 $79.99

8” diameter, 1¾” deep.

5 qt., includes iron cover.

Deluxe Can Crusher & Opener
Crushes metal cans and plastic bottles,
12 oz. or 16 oz. cans and 20 oz. plastic
bottles. Neoprene handle. Includes
mounting hardware.
219840 $14.99

Poplite

Hot Air Popper

Pops with hot air, not oil, for an extra
healthy, low calorie treat. Chute directs
popcorn right into your bowl, butter
melter doubles as a measuring cup.
213674 $25.99

Ceramic
Compost Keeper

Gallon, white, counter top.
Includes odor-preventing
filter in lid, sturdy
stainless steel handle.
Easy to clean.
Also available in red.
130696 $29.99
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Kay Dee Designs

Hostess Aprons

Convenient front pocket, adjustable neck strap.
Machine washable 100% cotton, one size fits most.
Twenty patterns from which to choose.
KD101 $29.99

Mama Lil’s Peppers

Pickled Asparagus

For a sweet spicy spear that’s
that firm enough to serve on
a veggie platter and holds it’s
head up in a Bloody Mary!
C128828

Sweet-Hot Peppas

Yes, there really
was a Mama Lil....

Pickled Green Beans

Sweet heat. No fat. Fancy that!
Heartens hors d’oeuvres,
entices omelets and
seduces sandwiches.

For a crisp, spicy, fat free
treat anytime or a zingy
finishing touch for a salad
or Bloody Mary!

C128830

C128829

and yes, she made
delicious pickled peppers
in oil with the same
recipe we use today.
Grown and made in
Washington’s Yakima
Valley, these peppers
and are a tribute to her
extraordinary recipe and
fresh ingredients.

Your Choice

$7.99 - $9.49

Trü Pickles

A truly original pickle.
Good taste is in the jar.
Purely natural, zero fat,
no gluten, fresh packed.
100% satisfaction
guaranteed. Clean, crisp,
tasty; no artificial colors,
oils or emulsifiers added.

Bread &
Butters
167039

Smokin’
Mary Mix

Your Choice

$7.99

69050219

Flagship
Tartar Sauce

Belltown BBQ

Queen Anne

This tangy, sweet,
spicy cooking sauce
is unlike anything
you have ever
experienced in the
Pacific Northwest.

This classic sauce
that originated in
San Francisco is
sure to be a hit
with your whole
family. 111091

Shrimp
Simmer Sauce

111090

Cioppino
Simmer Sauce

Smoked
Black Pepper

This tartar sauce
is all natural and
made with the
finest ingredients
around. There
are many tartar
sauces but only
one Flagship!
111092

167040

Kosher
Dills
167038

Dill Heat
Pickles
167041

Shoreline
Cocktail
Sauce

Enjoy our classic
cocktail sauce
paired with fresh
local shrimp or any
of your favorite
seafood items.
111093

Your Choice $4.99

B.Bob’s

B.Bob’s

grill with this sauce!
The rich flavor of
molasses, combined
with tomatoes, real
bacon and chipotle
peppers makes a
perfect partner for
grilled meats or
baked beans.
15.25 oz. 364135

This award-winning
sauce combines
the smoky spice of
chipotle peppers
with the sweetness
of raspberries.
No preservatives,
gluten free.
15.75 oz. 364133

Smoked Bacon Roasted
Chipotle Sauce Raspberry
You will love to
Chipotle Sauce
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Dilettante Chocolate

Ephemere TruffleCremes

The term “ephemere”, meaning a brief, heavenly
experience of intense pleasure, is fitting fo this
all-natural 55% Cacao dark chocolate ganache.
The exact recipe is a well-guarded secret, but you
can be sure that each Ephemere Chocolate Truffle
is a little slice of heaven, right here on earth.
SGF008320

$5.99
Dilettante
Chocolate

Toffee Crunch
TruffleCremes

Fine milk chocolate
ganache with
crunchy toffee bits
in 34% Caco Milk
chocolate.

Dilettante
Chocolate

Coffee Trio
TruffleCremes

SGF008351 $5.99

Mocha Milk Chocolate,
Creamy Latte Milk
Chocolate and Espresso
Dark Chocolate

Dilettante
Chocolate

SGF008337$5.99

Dark Chocolate
Covered Almonds

SGF056109 $6.99

SGF056154 $6.99

Dilettante
Chocolate

Chocolate Covered
Sea Salt Cashews

Chocolate Dipped Apricot
1900-TUB

$2.99

Torn Ranch

In stylish corrugated gift box.
Approx 4 servings per box.
33-COR-SR

$7.99

Gourmet milk chocolate
Natural sea salt
Whole cashews. 6 oz.
SGF056147 $6.99

Caramel Kitchen

Caramel Sauces

Made in small batches
using all-natural
ingredients: Cane Sugar,
Butter, Cream, Sea Salt,
Vanilla. Gluten Free.
No Corn Syrup and
no preservatives.
CK100-104 $11.99
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1901-BX $2.99

Gourmet Chocolate
Covered Cherries

Dilettante
Chocolate

SGF008375 $5.99

Each slice is individually wrapped
for an on-the-go kosher treat - the
perfect amount of fruit & chocolate!

Gourmet chocolate
covered dried fruit:
real blueberries,
cherries, strawberries
& apricots. 6 oz.

Gourmet dark chocolate,
premium almonds.
Crunchy, satisfying treat.
6 oz gift box.

Smooth milk and
dark chocolate, infused
with tangy blood orange
flavor. 5 oz.

Signature Reserve
Chocolate Dipped
Orange Slice

Chocolate
Covered
Fruit Medley

Dilettante Chocolate

Blood Orange
TruffleCremes

Torn Ranch

Pippa & Jack’s

English Toffee
Variety Pack

Quite possibly the best toffee
you have ever tasted, made of
all-natural ingredients. Crisp, but
not too hard! 4 pack includes
Milk & Dark Chocolate Almond,
Dark Chocolate Sea Salt and Dark
Chocolate Pecan Rum.
620

$14.99

Hammond’s Candies

Hammond’s Candies

Natural Peppermint
Puffs Gift Bag

Christmas
Art Candy or
Christmas Mix

Enjoy the festive flavor
of peppermint with this
Hammond’s all-natural
favorite. Perfect for gifting!

Fill your holiday
candy dish with this
festive assortment of
Hammond’s handmade
candy straws filled with
chocolate or crème.
5 oz. bag
AA50015, ST55015

MA50115 $7.95

$7.95

Hammond’s Candies

Hammond’s Candies

Organic Mint
Pillows Gift Bag

A classic holiday treat
everyone will enjoy.
Great for holiday gifting!
ORPI00115

$8.95

$6.95

Christmas Coal
Mine Nugget Gum

Christmas Classics Gift Tin

P014335 $1.29

This giftable tin features Hammond’s
holiday classics, including mini ribbon
candy, art candy and peppermint straws.

$13.95

Taffy Town

Salt Water Taffy

Give your coffee
and cocoa a
peppermint twist!
MC00124

Hammond’s Candies

XI90012

Natural
Peppermint
Stirrers

Delicious whipped taffy that melts in your
mouth in a wide variety of true to life, unique
and amazing flavors. Taffy Town taffy is Made
in the USA in a batch process, using the best
ingredients and flavors they can find. Not sure
what you want? Try them all! TAFFY

Rudolph Lip Pop

Comes in two styles:

Rudolph Nose and Bumble
the Snow Monster’s Teeth.

Lollipops come in 3 great
flavors: Green Apple, Blue
Raspberry and Watermelon.
Great holiday stocking stuffers!
P020478 $1.79

Mix and match

$6.99/lb.
Chocolate Swiss
Army Knife

Looks like a real Swiss Army
multi-tool with the Victorinox
Swiss Army logo, but made of
fine Swiss chocolate with a
hazelnut praline filling.
Just make sure your kids
don’t take this to school
and cause a scare…
P022505 $2.29
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Ande Rooney

Tin Signs

The Ande Rooney® Sign Collection reflects the American
entrepreneurial spirit when advertising had wit, charm and
old fashioned sensibility! Our collectible reproductions are
painstakingly crafted with authentic detail to reproduce
original classics of today’s most recognizable marks.
Embossed tin plate results in beautifully crafted signs with
depth and character.

Your Choice

$19.99

Primitives By Kathy

Box Signs

Easy to hang or can
free-stand alone.
Happy Home Has Happy Cats

Your Crazy Is Showing
5” x 3” x 1.75” 28605

Last Hope For A Smoking Hot Body
5” x 3.50” x 1.75” 28617
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$11.99

5” x 3” x 1.75” 101259 $8.99

$8.99

Born to Be Wild
5” x 4.50” x 1.75”
101270

$10.99

Happy Home Has Happy Dogs
5” x 3” x 1.75” 101260 $8.99

SmartKnife

Much more than just a pocket knife…
it’s a bottle opener, screwdriver,
belt cutter, multi-size spanner and a
knife all wrapped up in a high-grade
stainless steel body. Handy belt clip
and lanyard attachment included.
TU573

$14.99
Case Knives

Brown Synthetic Small Stockman

Part of the Working Knives collection with Clip
blade, preferred for detail work, the Sheepfoot
blade, great for carving and achieving a clean
cut and the Pen blade, great for light work.
131531 $39.99

3M
We People

People Hats

Celebrate your special activities, places,
and memories! Show your pride with
We People and be your own kind of
people. All hats are pre-shrunk and
made from 100% cotton. One size fits
all with adjustable strap and snap back
feature. White and Dark Gray only. P67

Your Choice

$15.99

Worktunes Hearing Protector

Voice assist AM/FM radio & hearing
protection all-in-1, digital tuning with voice
assist, mp3 & ipod compatible, lightweight &
comfortable, db limiter, 22db NRR soft foam
ear cushions, padded headband.
134613 $49.99

Poppy Lantern

A combination 300 lumen C•O•B LED
lantern and bright LED spot light.
The perfect light for indoor or outdoor
use! Rubberized impact-resistant body,
both rugged and soft to the touch.
Handle is designed to easily adjust to
conveniently serve both light modes.
Requires 3 AA batteries (included)
6595, 6596, 6597, 6594 $16.99

boho

Aluminum Wallets
RFID blocking wallet
organizes cards in
7 accordion slots.
42957

$7.49
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Yaktrax PRO

Regain your confidence when
walking on packed snow and
ice with the updated,
simple-to-use Yaktrax Pro
traction system.
Sizes: S-XL
107129-134 $29.99

Night Scout

Brazos

Rechargeable LED Beanie

Walking Sticks

Offers hands-free visibility in the
dark. Three levels of brightness, LED
easily removed to wash the hat.
Rechargeable using standard USB port.
Colors: red, black, mustard, or green

Brazos walking sticks are handcrafted
of fine wood in the Brazos River Valley of
Central Texas by local craftsmen. The feel
of nature! Made in USA!

$23.99 to $65.99

NTGS-U24

Sunday Afternoons

Sunday Afternoons

Waterproof with a wide foam core
brim and comfortable neck cape.
Internal sizing cord allows a custom fit.
Medium/Child fits 2-5 years
Large/Youth fits 5-12 years

Wind, Rain, Sleet, or Snow...the Rain Shadow
has you ready to take on the weather.
Smart design includes a ventilated
overlapping crown, and our
Anchor-Lock sizing. Unisex.

Kid’s Cloudburst Hat

Rain Shadow Hat

SUA203 $34

Stk#SUA185

$52

$15.99

Sunday Afternoons

Storm Bucket Hat

100% waterproof, comes equipped with a
detachable chinstrap. Includes a wicking
sweatband and integrated mesh liner.
3” wide brim not only keeps the rain off, and
offers excellent UV protection!
SUA186

$46

Keep out the winter cold with

Heat Holders® Hats & Gloves
Made with HeatWeaver® technology!
Available in various colors and styles,
they also make a great gift!

Your Choice

$19.99

Ladies
Knit Hat

Assorted colors
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Women’s
Thermal
Gloves
Assorted
colors
and sizes

Men’s
Gloves

Assorted
colors
and sizes

Men’s Rollup
Knit Hat
Assorted colors

Men’s Terrain H2O
Waterproof Boot

• Waterproof, full-grain leather
• Waterproof membrane construction
• Moisture-wicking lining
• Padded top collar and
shock-absorbing EVA midsole

$124.99

WorkHog Waterproof Work Boot

• Waterproof Pro shuts out the wet and snow
• Max platform provides maximum
torsional stability
• Lightweight, cushioning EVA midsole
• Abrasion-resistant oil- and slip-resisting
Duratread outsole
• Unique, patent-pending U-Turn Entry
System allows easy entry with a true fit

$199.99

Women’s Terrain H2O
Waterproof Boot

• Waterproof, full-grain leather
• Shock-absorbing EVA midsole
• Waterproof membrane
construction
• Moisture-wicking lining
• Padded top collar and

Women’s Fatbaby Heritage Western Boot

$114.99

• Performance riding boot
• 4LR™ technology for support and cushioning
• Leather foot with fabric upper
• Mesh lining
• Lightweight and cushioning Everlon™ outsole

$99.95
18” Plastic Boot
Horn with Strap

Extra long to help ease job of
putting on tight boots and
shoes. Assorted colors
04020

Original Scrusher® with Base

Portable base to keep Scrusher in place
when cleaning footwear. Weather resistant UV
powder-coated frame. Made and assembled in the USA.

$5.00

76455726

$44.99

6.5” Boot Hooks

Basic Boot Jack

Smaller-sized for travel and ease in pulling off
your cowboy boots. It’s made especially for women’s
boots! The lining around the U-shaped cut out
will protect the heel of your boots from any scuffs
or scrapes.
04002

$10.99

Hooks are designed to
slip into boot pull straps
to make quick, easy
work of pulling on boots.
Perfect for any boots with
pull straps - cowboy boots,
buckaroos, riding boots & more!
Durable chrome-plated hooks.
Natural wood handles. Set of two
boot hooks.
04024

$5.99
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Bitterroot
Two Tone Flower
Fan Necklace
NC3841RG $53

Bitterroot Flower
Fan Earrings
ER3755 $42

Winter Lights
Diamond Jewelry Set
JS3843 $79

Bells Will Ring
Necklace
NC3821 $47
Antiqued
Stainless
Barbed Wire
Cross Necklace
NC3848 $47

Creating western buckles and
jewelry of exquisite design
for over 45 years

Western
Teardrop
Earrings
ER3731 $37

Two Toned
Flowering Bud Earrings
ER3739RG $53

Southwestern Paces
Turquoise Earrings
ER3725 $58

Western Lace Whisper
Garden Cuff Bracelet
BC2288RTS $58

Two Tone Bright Hearts
Cuff Bracelet
BC3356RG $68
Vintage Charm Our Prairie
Mothers Heart Jewelry Set
JS1319CZ $74

Hitched Turquoise
Teardrop Earrings
ER3818 $53

Magnolia Kaleidoscope
Cuff Bracelet
BC3759RG $79

Buffalo Nickel
Necklace
NC3350 $37

Frozen Links Cuff Bracelet
BC3891 $74
Engraved
Silver Inlay
Pocket
Watch
WAP10 $116
12

Classic Rope Cuff Bracelet
BC3892 $47

Buffalo Indian Nickel
Scalloped Money Clip
MCL50 $53

Futsoles
Comfortable shoes with flexible rugged soles that
conform to every movement of your feet. Perfect for
outdoors, home, travel, yoga, gym, and more!
These are ideal for women of all ages. They are
lightweight, affordable and versatile. Comes with a
free drawstring bag. Sizes S-XL, assorted colors.

Your Choice

$15.99

Wellington

8.25” x 5.25” crossbody
wallet, detachable &
adjustable strap, zip
closure, multiple card
slots, ID slot, 2 bill slots,
zipper change pouch,
7.5” x 4” phone snap
pocket. Black or tan.
48423, 48447 $21.99

Harlow

RFID Blocking “7 x 9” cross
body bag with 49” strap
39123, PS34203 $16.99

Aspen

Faux Fur
Infinity
Scarf
Polyester,
70” X 8.”

22773 $8.99

Bandana Multipack

18.5” wide, lightweight seamless tubular knit
can be worn many ways. 2 bandanas per pack.
78331 $2.99
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Flannel Lounge Pants
Cozy up in comfort in
lightweight and breathable
100% cotton flannel.
Handy side pockets and
relaxed drawstring finish.
Comes in four comfortable
sizes in two warm colors buffalo plaid red and tartan
plaid green. Men’s and
women’s styles.
HMCTP-U24, HMCTT-U24

Your Choice

$21.99

Carefree Threads

Lounge Top or Lounge Pant

Go from airport to anywhere in complete comfort
& sophistication! Perfect for coffee runs, shopping
or just lounging. Comes in four comfortable sizes
(S, M, L, XL) and three heathered colored designs.
• Mélange Black, Mint & Gray
• Signature Soft Stretch Fabric

Fluffy Socks

Fully lined socks
with soft fleece,
one size, fits most.
Stripes or dots.
77341, 77334 $9.49

HMMPP-U24, HMWPP-U24

Your Choice $21.99
Heat Holders®

Crew sock

The first and original!
Keep feet warm on the
coldest of days and
pull on this pair of solid
color crew length Heat
Holders® the warmest
thermal sock. Assorted
colors. Men’s & Women’s

$19.99
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Snoozies

Sherpa Lined Knit Socks

Soft polyester fabric with non-skid soles will keep
feet warm and cozy. Crew length. Machine washable,
non-skid soles. One size fits womens shoe sizes 5-10.
SN521

$9.99

Candy Land

Aggravation

The suspects you know, in the mansion
you remember, with the weapons you
love! Yes, this is Classic Clue!

Features the charming graphics and
components from the game’s early
days! Celebrating over 65 years of
great family fun!

Two to six players compete in this classic
race around the board from Base to Home.
Take shortcuts to zip ahead. Or, try the
super shortcut to shoot across the board.

JHC202 $24.99

JHC224

Clue

The Classic Edition

The Classic Edition

$14.99

The Classic Edition

JHC210

$21.99

Trouble

The Classic Edition

The classic game of Trouble as you
remember it! Be the first player to move
all four of your pegs around the game
board into Finish and you win.
JHC209

$16.99

Deluxe Rook

Deluxe version of the popular card
game which began in 1906! Features
large font cards.
WM1030

Wordspiel

The Game where the END…
Is just the BEGINNING!

$11.99

Five Crowns

The Game isn’t over
‘til the Kings Go Wild!

SET101-105

For the FUN
of words!

The classic child’s first reading game.
The first player to get their Uncle Wiggily
mover to Dr. Possum’s office wins.
WM1134

Set Games
Quiddler

Uncle Wiggily

Your Choice

$12.99

$15.99

Karma

What Goes Around…
Comes Around!

Set

The Family
Game of Visual
Perception
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Professor Puzzle

Houdini’s
Escapology Puzzle

Can you use the key and open
the lock? These captivating
puzzles have helped foil
burglary attempts, kept
secrets hidden away and
helped escapologists baffle
audiences for centuries.
GM0158US $20.99

Aristotle’s
Number Puzzle

Can you make every row add
up to 38? There are 15 rows in
all directions to complete, each
made up of 3, 4 or 5 pieces. This
brilliant concept allows you to
complete the puzzle by using
every number from 1 – 19.
GM0066US $13.99

Professor Puzzle

All-Time
Best Cellar

Professor Puzzle

E=mc2 Metal Puzzles

Will you be able to
solve the puzzle,
free the bottle and
celebrate with a
victory drink? (Wine
not included)

Formed of the symbols of
Einstein’s ground-breaking
E=mc2 equation, see if you
can separate the two pieces
of each metal puzzle and then
reattach them? Just one piece
from the Einstein puzzle range.
Is your brain big enough for
them all?
EIN0140US

Professor Puzzle

ABU0063US

$30.99

$10.99

Professor Puzzle

Great Minds
Set of 8

Will you be able to master
this challenging set
of metal and wooden
brainteasers?
GM0071US

$25.99

Rubik’s Cube

The world’s most famous puzzle is the still
the best-selling puzzle of all time!
And now - it is made from molded plastic
so there are NO MORE STICKERS!
No stickers means no cheating! Includes collectable stand.
WM5031

$15.99

Professor Puzzle

Great Minds
Churchill’s Cigar &
Whisky Bottle Puzzle
Can you remove the bolt
from the bottle?
GM0159US

$15.99

Professor Puzzle

Puzzle Gentlemen

Whether you’re a hipster or a
dapper, these stylish wooden
brainteasers are a must-have
for the discerning puzzler!
PROF4
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$11.99

Professor Puzzle

Puzzle & Perplex

Ultimate Metal Puzzle Collection

Made of solid steel, this set of 10 puzzles is guaranteed to
get you flexing your cognitive muscles. Test your brainpower
trying to separate and reattach the parts of each puzzle.
PX0147US

$25.99

1000 Piece Olympic
Jigsaw Puzzle

All map puzzles are 100% made in the
USA with the highest quality recycled
blueboard. Puzzle Size 19.25” x 26.75”
71766

$17.99

Olympic Mini-Map

Actual map size is 10”x8”, while
full matted size is 14” x 11”.
Pre-matted mini-map lithographic
prints come in a cellophane sheeting
and are frame-ready.
XPM110 $25.99

Timber Press
Field Guides

Olympic Ceramic Coasters

Proudly made in the USA! Measure 4” x 4”.
XPM103 $5.99

each

These comprehensive
field guides will remain
a trusted, authoritative
trailside references for
years to come.

Olympic Mug

Ceramic, BPA-Free
mugs hold 15 oz. of your favorite
brew. Made in the USA!
XPM102 $16.99

682935, 689665, W682745

Your choice

$27.95

each

The Northwest
Coastal Explorer:

The Olympic Peninsula
2019 Calendar
by Ross Hamilton

This stunning 12-month wall calendar treats you to beautiful
high quality images of the seasons. Measures 12½” x 24.”
Great gifts for anyone enjoying pristine wilderness photography.
0815460

$17.95

Your Guide to the Places,
Plants, and Animals of the
Pacific Coast

By Robert Steelquist
Organized by habitat, profiles
easy-to-find plants and animals
in each environment, and reveals
insider location tips.
689631 $24.95
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Funsparks Portable Cornhole Game

This portable cornhole set comes with 2 PVC framed boards with a smooth
cloth which gives the playing feel of the wooden cornhole set, 3 red bean bags
and 3 blue and a carry bag which organizes your play set and rules how to play.
So you’ll be all set and ready to go!
CH1000 $42.99

Giant Inflatable Bowling Game

Set up these inflatable 29” tall pins almost
anywhere and invent ingenious ways to throw,
kick, or otherwise go about bowling them over.
Hand-operated dual-action pump makes ball
and pin inflation extra easy. For ages 4 and up.

Double-Sided
Magnetic Target Game

Hang this magnetic canvas
dartboard from any wall or
door, set your sights on the
target, and shoot! Two colorful
designs (one on each side).
The board rolls up and stores
away into a sturdy tube. Includes
six magnetic darts. Choose
Butterfly, Dinosaur, Geometric,
Sealife, Sports, Superhero,
Unicorn, or Woodland.

CGW726310 $39.99

$22.99

The Original Spin Copter with
Lightning Launcher

If you have fun like we know you will, come back
and try multiple copters with your friends and
family. Light up the Night! SPC100 $4.99

Mega Marbles
Real Glass Marble Game
Includes 24 player marbles
and 1 shooter. Lots of fun
themes and awesome colors.
48 great styles! PLAY104

Your choice $2.99
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Fantasy Fort

What does the fort of your dreams look like? Have a blast
building it, no matter what it looks like — or invent it as you
go — with this cool 16-piece kit’s connecting wood-look
panels. Innovative double-sided Velcro® connectors are
easy to do and to undo.
CGW730919

$49.99

Making the most innovative and engaging
specialty puppets in the world since 1976,
delighting imaginations and winning
nearly every industry, child development,
Plush Panting Dog Hand Puppet
and kid-tested award
A gentle squeeze to his body and a hand
working his mouth brings this soft and
shaggy canine to life! Airbag mechanism
simulates panting. 19” x 12” x 8”

Grizzly Bear Hand Puppet

Lumbering and sniffing around for a
snack, this Grizzly Bear puppet
is also hungry for love! Decked out
in thick, soft, gold-tipped plush,
with soft claws and a movable
mouth for chewing or chitchat, the
Grizzly Bear puppet will soon be your
huggable companion.

F3053 $42.99

Cat, Fluffy Hand Puppet

A princess among kitties, this
whimsical cat has a moveable
mouth with a realistic tongue.
Extra fluffy body and long luxurious
tail are sure to elicit lots of laughs.
14” x 12” x 9.”

F2954

$44.99

F2566 $34.99

Ostrich
Stage Puppet

Long eye lashes and
a soft sueded beak
make this Ostrich
Stage Puppet proud to
pull her head out of the
sand and join in on some
puppet fun! This puppet
measures 8” x 5” x 17.”
F2872

Zebra Stage
Puppet

Features an easily
animated mouth and
lots of expression!
Leatherette nose, soft
vintage-look plush with
beautiful striping and
a distinctive black and
white mane.
8” x 5” x 13.”

$29.99

FOLK2565

$22.99

Screaming Goat Hand Puppet

Inspired by internet memes and
viral videos, this goat will have you in
stitches! You animate the mouth while
squeezing the body to initiate sound.
19” x 8” x 17.”
F3112 $59.99

Moo Cow Stage Puppet

This udderly hilarious puppet can
milk a smile from most anyone
with its zany eyes and wagging
tongue. Tipping motion activates
moo sound. 13” x 8” x 13.”
F3088

$36.99

Donkey Stage Puppet

With amazing lifelike details and
an easy to use movable mouth,
this toothy donkey is ready to
bray and play! 11” x 16” x 5.5.”
F2908

$29.99
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Harley

Horses

Famous
Racehorse Pony

Age: 8+ • Scale: 1:9

1805 $44.99

LV Integrity

“Ritz” Arabian
Endurance Champ.
1797 $46.99

Shire Gentle Giant
1793 $49.99

Justify - 2018 Triple Crown Winner
9300 $59.99

Two-Horse
Trailer
Carries two Breyer figures and pulls the matching
two-horse trailer. Trailer and figures sold separately.

Matches the
Dually Truck.
Fits two
Traditional
series horses.

2616

2617

Traditional® Dually Truck
$79.99

Horse Crazy Pocket Barn

This pretty play set comes with a colorful
barn, fencing, a palomino foal, and figure.
Barn has hinged loft doors and sliding
front doors. Fencing, horse and rider fit
securely in the barn for on-the-go play!
5370

Stable Cleaning Set

Includes broom, shovel, pitchfork,
muck bucket, and wheelbarrow, plus
imitation manure for the most
realistic horse stall ever!
2477

$19.99

Stable Feed Set

Includes aluminum water trough, hay bale
and hay net, feed bucket, feedbag,
bag of feed & feed scoop.
B2486 $19.99

$17.99

Horse Corral

The Horse Corral set contains 10 sections
of 7” brown fencing, perfect for holding a
herd of Classics horses! Age 4+
B61064
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$79.99

$5.99

Grooming Kit

Includes sweat scraper, curry, face brush,
body brush, hoof pick, hoof polish,
clippers and a mud scraper.
B2476

$14.99

8” Traditional Figures

Fully articulated, smartly dressed

Your Choice $19.99

Jack Rabbit Creations

Magical Unicorn Pen

Assorted colors.
JR442

$3.49

Douglas

Pax Unicorn

The Pax Unicorn stuffed animal is
small enough for a child’s hands but
big enough for the most fantastical of
adventures!
D4054 $13.99

Jack Rabbit Creations

Unicorn Jack in the Box

Plays “Twinkle, twinkle, little star”
JR925

$32.99

Furry Notebook

Douglas

Princess Joy the Plush Rainbow
Unicorn with Brush
She would love to keep you company
in a faraway magical enchanted land
or in your backyard!
D770

$29.99

Unicorn Ouch

Deluxe multi-colored plasters
featuring unicorns, rainbows and
sparkles to make you smile again.
Stylish tin holds 24 sticking plasters
in a variety of shapes and sizes.
NPW53159 $5.49

Jack Rabbit Creations

Unicorn Push Puppets

Full of fun and action. Push the button and
watch them droop - and let go for them to
jump into spring. Age 3+
JR423R

Keep your most treasured secrets
safe in this magical A5 notebook.
With a furry white cover embellished
with Stuart the unicorn’s happy face
and golden horn, this is stationery to
show off. Pages are lined and feature
a skipping unicorn for extra fun.
NPW73850

$10.99

$5.99

I Heart Unicorns
Playing Cards

This colorful deck depict the
legendary creature in all its
splendor.
NMR52482

$6.99

Magical Unicorn Adventure
Bones Dice Game

One evening, a caveman sat near his newlydiscovered fire, snacking on a Microraptor.
Spitting out one of the tiny bones, he
laughed as it rolled and bounced along the
ground, thoroughly entertained. Thus, the
idea of Adventure Bones was conceived.
NMR96501

$16.99
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Junior Adventurer’s
Binoculars

Kids will love this
educational discovery toy
which will enable them to
spot all sorts from a
distance. Beware:
Could cause mayhem!
M222044

$10.99

Junior Adventurer Spork/
Camping Knife/Fork/Spoon

A very handy gadget for outdoor dining
and perfect for the campsite.

Camping Lantern

M222081 $10.99

Useful for so many
situations, this sturdy
lantern will hang just
about anywhere.
M222045

$10.99

Headlight /
Head Torch

There are 4 light up
modes to choose from.
Requires 3 AA Batteries,
which are not included.
The head strap is adjustable.
M222132

$10.99

Eye Spy Spex

These stylish
spy-specs allow
you to see behind
you! Perfect for any
budding spy.
M240000

A fearsome construction kit which builds a fantastic
rubber-band powered flying dinosaur. Build your own
astounding flapping Pterodactyl and watch it soar!
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A great kit for fancy dress parties,
general play and much more! Comes
filled with a pair of glasses, fake nose,
beard, stick on eyebrows, teeth and a
special agent identity card.
M240002

$8.99

$5.99

Pterodactyl Flying Machine
M212972 $8.99

Secret Agent Disguise Kit

Dino-Glo
Model Kits

Build a monstrous and
luminous T-Rex skeleton!
M222133 $3.49

Beauty & the
Beast Book &
Puzzle Box Set

Captures the essence
of this magical
fairytale. Features an
original work of art
on the cover and the
500-piece puzzle.
4822521 $19.99

W is for Washington

Let’s Count Washington

4822026 $12.95

2934806

12 Little Elves Visit
Washington

10 Little Monsters Visit
Washington

An Evergreen State ABC Primer
With O for Orcas,
U for Umbrellas, and
P for Pike Place Market,
going from A to Z has never
been more fun!

Wonderful
Wizard of Oz
Book & Puzzle
Box Set

Numbers & Colors in the
Evergreen State
Dynamic, colorful primer. Young
readers count from 1 to 10,
learning colors as they discover
what makes Washington so unique.

$12.95

a fantastic journey
with Dorothy and
her cast of amazing
characters. Original
art on cover and the
500 piece puzzle.
4822514

$19.99

Alice’s Adventures
in Wonderland
Book & Puzzle
Box Set
Follow Alice on a
magical journey
through the rabbit hole
with a unique cast of
characters. Original art
on cover and the 500
piece puzzle.
4822538

$19.99

Discover some of the most
unique and interesting
things about Washington.
The perfect book for every
Evergreen State kid!

2934714

$16.95

Discover some of the most unique
and interesting things about
Washington. Silly, over-the-top
fun, and a bit macabre...the perfect
book for every little boy and ghoul!

2672982 $16.95

Photicular Books
It’s magical! In a world saturated with video, Photicular
technology weaves a very special spell, capturing intimate,
moving moments of life on earth, and tapping deeply into the
reader’s imagination.
Experience
it for yourself!

Your Choice

$25.95

Jungle

Safari

Polar

Ocean

18953

18569

16380

18051
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The Co-Op Farm & Garden
216 E. Washington
Sequim, WA 98382
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The Olympic Peninsula’s
Country Lifestyle Store

POSTAL CUSTOMER

800-300-3885 • 360-683-4111

Visit www.theco-opfarmandgarden.com
for location details, maps & hours!
Disclaimer: Prices advertised were current at press closing date. However, due to the fluctuating market conditions, we must reserve the right to change
prices without notice. All items are limited to stock on hand. Selection may vary from what is shown. Sorry, no rain checks. We reserve the right to
correct printing errors. Valid through Dec. 31, 2018. While supplies last.

Ring in the Season
Jingle Bell Metal
Ornament

With unparalleled artistry and exceptional detail,
each festive and collectible Keepsake Ornament is
made for years of celebrations. There’s a Hallmark
ornament for everyone on your gift list.

Littlest Angel
Bell Porcelain
Ornament

2499QK6373

$24.99
Remembered
With Love
Memorial
2018
Porcelain
Ornament
QHX4006

$17.99

2018 Snowflake
Porcelain Ornament
1799QG02093 $17.99

2499QK6373

$9.99

Cozy Critters
Blue Jay
Ornament
1299QX9433

Christmas
Cat Solar
Motion
Ornament
2999QGO1903

$29.99

$12.99
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A Pony for Christmas
1599QX9503 $15.99

Kitty Cat Photo Ornament
1299QGO1796 $12.99

Good Dog Photo Ornament
1299QGO1803 $12.99

